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Jupiter 
by Juno
(2015)

jets coexist with vigorous turbulence

Jupiter
by Voyager

(1980)



jets appear to be "steady"

Cassini 2000
Voyager 1980

Jovian winds SaturnJupiter



zonal mean u vorticity ζ = ∂xυ − ∂yu

u = (u (x, t) , υ(x, t))

u ≡ 1
Lx ∫

Lx

0
u dx

towards a theory for understanding
outer-atmosphere jets

u = u + u ′�
jets eddies 

(=turbulence)

small-scale motions 
self-organise 

to large-scale coherent jets

u



How are the zonal jets fueled?

The eddies (=turbulence) feed 
the jets with momentum!



Can turbulence act to reinforce flows?

wall-bounded 
flow

airflow over 
vehicle airflow over airfoil

turbulence usually acts as drag



ρ ( ∂u
∂t

+ u ⋅ ∇u) = − ∇ϕ − 2ρΩ × u + ν ρ∇2u + ξ

mass ⨉ acceleration “forces”

reduced 
pressure 
gradient

viscosity 
(dissipation)

forcing 
(small-scale 

noise;           )

u = u + u ′�
∂u
∂t

= − ∂
∂y

u ′ �υ′ � + ν∇2u

Reynolds 
stresses

viscosity 

(divergence of 
energy-momentum 

tensor)

Coriolis 
force

after some fiddling:
jets eddies 

(=turbulence)

u = (u (x, t) , υ(x, t))
x = (x , y)

towards a theory for understanding
outer-atmosphere jets
Navier-Stokes eq. for incompressible fluid

(Newton's 2nd law)

ξ = 0



∂u
∂t

= − ∂
∂y

u ′�υ′� = ∂
∂y ( − κ

∂u
∂y )

(Salyk et. al. 2006)
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Fig. 4. ū and v̄ are plotted as a function of latitude for our nominal analysis.
Error bars are 2 standard deviations from the mean. For the ū plot, the error
bars are smaller than the box symbols, though actual errors may be larger due
to systematics. ū is also compared with the zonal velocity profile of Porco et al.
(2003). There is good agreement between the two curves, except for discrepan-
cies at the sharpest peaks, due to our relatively larger grid spacing.

as well as the variation of zonal velocity with latitude:

(4)
!

dū

dy

"

n

= ūn+1 − ūn−1

yn+1 − yn−1
.

4. Results

4.1. Rate of energy conversion

Fig. 4 shows ū and v̄ as a function of latitude for our nom-
inal analysis, with ū overplotted on the zonal velocity profile
of Porco et al. (2003). There is fairly good agreement between
these two curves, despite the fact that Porco et al. used a line-by-
line correlation method, rather than a feature tracker, to deter-
mine ū. The largest differences between the two curves exist at
the most extreme ū values where our wind profile is smoothed
slightly due to our coarser grid resolution. v̄ is slightly offset
from zero, with a mean value of −0.2 m s−1. Although this may
be a real effect, a non-zero v̄ has not been noted by previous
researchers and could be induced by a small navigation error,
which we discuss further in Section 5.7.

Fig. 5 shows dū/dy, u′v′, and their product as a function
of latitude. We note a positive correlation between the signs of
these two parameters, implying a flow of energy from eddies to
zonal flow. The correlation coefficient of the bottom curves is
∼ 0.86.

Following the convention of Holton (2004), the rate of trans-
fer of eddy kinetic energy (K ′) to zonal mean kinetic energy
(K̄) is defined as

(5)[K ′ • K̄] ≡
#
ρu′v′ dū

dy

$
,

where ⟨ ⟩ represents a global average. Our measurements allow
us to estimate the product u′v′ dū/dy, which, when averaged

Fig. 5. On the bottom plot, u′v′ and dū/dy are plotted together as a function
of latitude. u′v′, corresponding to the right of the two axes, is plotted as dots
with error bars corresponding to 2 standard deviations from the mean. dū/dy

is shown as a solid line and corresponds to the left of the two axes. There is a
distinct positive correlation between the two curves, and their correlation coef-
ficient is 0.86. The top plot shows the product u′v′ × dū/dy.

Table 1

Type of analysis Correlation between
dū/dy and u′v′

Power/mass
(10−5 W kg−1)

2σ error

Conservative 0.86 7.1 0.66
Conservative, no ovals 0.87 7.1 0.76
Conservative, binned 0.87 7.3 0.59
More complete 0.88 12.3 0.59
More complete, no ovals 0.87 12.3 0.80
More complete, binned 0.87 12.4 0.70
Two rotations, cons. 0.74 6.0 1.4
Artificial shear 0.56 0.33 0.37
Ingersoll et al. (1981) 0.4–0.5 15–30

over the surface yields the power per unit mass transferred from
eddies to zonal mean flow. Letting n refer to a given latitude bin
and N be the total number of bins, this power per unit mass is
given by

(6)power/mass ≈ 1
%N

n=1 cosφn

N&

n=1

!
dū

dy

"

n

(u′v′ )n cosφn.

For our nominal analysis, this quantity is equal to 7.1 ×
10−5 W kg−1, compared to a value of 15–30 × 10−5 W kg−1

found by Ingersoll et al. (1981). We performed several, slightly
different analyses, which will be discussed in Section 5, and the
power per unit mass derived from all analyses can be viewed in
Table 1.

In order to estimate the total power transfer from eddies to
zonal flow, it is necessary to know the amount of mass involved
in the transfer. Multiplying power per unit mass by the mass
per unit area dP/g, one can obtain the total power per unit area
transferred—a number that can be compared to the total power
per unit area emitted by the planet. Unfortunately, the mass in-
volved in the transfer is not well constrained; dP is uncertain
to perhaps an order of magnitude. At a minimum, the trans-
fer includes the main visible cloud deck, which has been esti-
mated to depths just short of 1 bar (Atreya and Donahue, 1979;
Kunde et al., 1982; Banfield et al., 1998) or to between 1 and

jets are eddy-driven



how do we show that 
a flow like this ...

... is unstable leading  
to forming four jets?

[simulation in which at each time 
step we "kill" the zonal-mean 

component]

how can we perform stability
of turbulent flows?



Statistical State Dynamics

To understand the underlying dynamics of jet formation
we need to change framework...

dynamics of flow
realizations

(e.g. Navier-Stokes, ...)

u(x, t) , . . .

dynamics that govern 
the same-time statistics

of the flow fields

u(x, t) , u′�(x1, t)u′�(x2, t), . . .

the need for a new framework

Statistical State Dynamics allows us linearize about a turbulent flow!

Farrell & Ioannou (2003) JAS 
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Flow realizations (dns) exhibit jet formation,
but its analytic expression appears only the SSD.

Predicting εc or the structure of the emergent jet is 
not possible through N-S dynamics. Constantinou et al. (2014) JAS 

Constantinou (2015), PhD thesis

outer-atmosphere jets
[a theory for their formation]

jets emerge
through a "phase change"

that occurs as
turbulence intensity increases



We understand how outer-atmosphere 
jet form and maintain.

But what's happening below the clouds?

For example: how deep these jets 
continue below the clouds?



outstanding question
rooted deep in debate among various theories

shallow-jet theories
jets exist only within 

the top-atmospheric layer ~100km

deep-jet theories
jets reach the centre of the planet

"Taylor columns"

how deep the jets go below the clouds?



spacecraft Juno
was launched in 2011

and entered orbit
around Jupiter in 2015



Juno's mission

At its closest point it reaches 
only ~4500km over the cloud tops

(that's about the distance from Athens to Iceland)

make detailed measurements of
Jupiter's gravitational and

magnetic fields

Jupiter's background radiation is EXTREME!
(around 5x107 times stronger of that here on Earth)

Strategy: Go in close; get the data; get out quick!

Jupiter



What did Juno discover?
[Excerpt from NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory public announcement, May 2018]

"...magnetic field has something to do with why the belts and zones only go that deep (…)
But we don’t know this yet; it's speculation."

Dr. Steve Levin
Juno Project Scientist

NASA JPL



(if such a core exist
Juno's findings suggest

there is no rocky core)

as we go deeper inside Jupiter 
pressure rises dramatically

electrons escape the molecules
and the fluid becomes conducting

conducting moving fluid        . 
       currents       magnetic fields

deep inside the gas giants fluid becomes conducting



Btw, same story in Saturn...

Gravitometric measurements by
Cassini reveal that jets on Saturn

go as deep as 8500 km

and again that's about the depth
that pressure is high enough for 
the fluid to be conducting        .

       magnetic fields



here's where me and Jeff Parker come into the story...

Jeffrey Parker
Lawrence Livermore 
National Laboratory

CA, USA

Mt Sopris
CO, USA
Sep 2017



∂ρu
∂t

= 1
μ0

∂B′�xB′�y

∂y
− ∂ρu ′�v′�

∂y
+ dissipation

Reynolds
stresses

Maxwell
stresses

Lorentz
force

ρ
∂u
∂t

+ … = J× B + …N-S     MHD
induction equation

Faraday's law

∂B
∂t

= …

[... some fiddling]
now zonal flow obeys:

Magnetic fields bring about new terms
in equations of motion

μ0J= ∇ × B Ampére's law (ignoring displacement current)

B = (Bx, By)



this is exactly the regime
where zonal jets start being 

suppressed

( = |J× B |
|ρu ⋅ ∇u |
Lorentz force

inertial force
=

Parker & Constantinou, Phys. Rev. Fluids, 2019

⏟

magnetic
diffusivity

Rm = LV
η

inertial force

viscous force
=

Collective effect of a mean shear flow to 
the magnetic fluctuations acts effectively

to increase the fluid's viscosity

We point out a new regime of magnetic eddy viscosity

(
(



this is exactly the regime
where zonal jets start being 

suppressed

Parker & Constantinou, Phys. Rev. Fluids, 2019

magnetic
diffusivity

We point out a new regime of magnetic eddy viscosity

Rm = LV
η

Collective effect of a mean shear flow to 
the magnetic fluctuations acts effectively

to increase the fluid's viscosity⏟

( = |J× B |
|ρu ⋅ ∇u |
Lorentz force

inertial force
=

inertial force

viscous force
=

(
(



We derive magnetic viscosity
from simple physical arguments

U(y) B(t = 0) B(�t)

FTx FPxU(y) B(t = 0) B(�t)

u(t = 0) & U(y) ⟶ Δu υ ∝ Δt υ2 ∂yU

B(t = 0) & U(y) ⟶ ΔBxBy ∝ By
2 ∂yU

⟹ − ∂yu υ = ∂y[− γΔt υ2 ∂yU]

⟹ 1
μ0

∂yBxBy = ∂y[α
1
μ0

Δt B2
y ∂yU]

negative turbulent viscosity

magnetic viscosity

α, γ = nondim constants of O(1)

Parker & Constantinou, Phys. Rev. Fluids, 2019



∂ρu
∂t

= 1
μ0

∂B′�xB′�y

∂y
− ∂ρu ′�v′�

∂y
+ …

= ∂
∂y [(α

B2
y

μ0
− γρυ2)τcorr

∂u
∂y ] + …

Putting it all together

zonal flow
equation:

total turbulent viscosity

Parker & Constantinou, Phys. Rev. Fluids, 2019



We verify magnetic viscosity 
in 2D magnetohydrodynamic simulations
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Parker & Constantinou, Phys. Rev. Fluids, 2019



Parker & Constantinou, Phys. Rev. Fluids, 2019

We verify magnetic viscosity 
in 2D magnetohydrodynamic simulations

uu

∂B′�xB′�y

∂y
= ∂

∂y (αB2
y τcorr

∂u
∂y )our prediction



We get:    Jupiter 3500 km                    Saturn 8000 km

[Juno     Jupiter 3000 km     Cassini     Saturn 8500 km]

Jupiter

➡ Use typical flow values from cloud tops 
➡ Use B2 = Rm B02 (empirical relation) to get a critical Rm       critical η 
➡ Use current internal structure models for each gas giant 
➡ to compute the depth that corresponds to the ηcrit value

σύμπτωση;

Parker & Constantinou, Phys. Rev. Fluids, 2019

Ready for a leap of faith?
∂ρu
∂t

= ∂
∂y [(α

B2
y

μ0
− γρυ2)τcorr

∂u
∂y ] + …Use

to predict how deep the jets in Jupiter & Saturn should go.
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Identified an MHD regime (Rm ≫ 1 &    ≪ 1) in which there is
magnetic eddy viscosity of mean shear flow 

Simple derivation with clear physical picture: 
Shear flow + MHD frozen-in law + “short” decorrelation due to turbulence 

Confirmed in 2D incompressible MHD simulations

Magnetic eddy viscosity provides a plausible explanation
for the depth-extent of the zonal jets in Jupiter and Saturn

(

take home messages


